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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------A smart helmet is a special idea which
makes motorcycle driving safer than before. It is a
way to stop starting of vehicles without wearing
helmet or even if the driver is boozed. In addition,
it has a great feature of detecting accidents and
informs specific people via SMS with location and
speed of the bike before the accident occurs with
the help of GPS GSM based tracking system, thus
aiding ambulance to reach the correct location. We
want to implement all the sensors within the
helmet, which will send the information to the
module connected with the bike engine wirelessly.
The main purpose of this helmet is to provide
safety for the rider. This can be implemented by
using advanced features like alcohol detection,
accident identification, location tracking, use as a
hands free device, fall detection. This makes it not
only a smart helmet but also a feature of a smart
bike.
Why this smart helmet is necessary?
The smart helmet that ensures that the
rider cannot start the bike without wearing it. This
helmet uses simple cable replacement for
wirelessly switching on a bike, so that the bike
would not start without both the key an d the
helmet. Also, whenever the driver starts ignition,
the alcohol sensor measures the content of the
alcohol in his breath and automatically switches off
the bike if he is drunken. To make driving more
safe GSM and GPS technology is used.
Vibration sensors are placed in different places
of helmet where the probability of
hitting is more which are connected to
microcontroller board.
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Whichimprovements we have to do in this smart
helmet ?
We can also use solar module to make it
more efficient and reliable. Using the solar panel on
the top of the helmet head we can do both work
simultaneously charging the electric bike as well
as the smart helmet module.Future scope of
improvement in our system may include
provisions to turn off the device while security is
not needed.i.e. while the bike is running. Further
development can be done by replacing the buzzer
with proper speaker that can playback the voice of
user warning the thief to place the helmet back .
This safety system technology can further be
enhanced into four wheeler also by replacing the
helmet with seat belt.

CONCLUSION
Every thing which get easily has no value or we
can say less value, but life is different. We should
take care of our life. In the above "Smart Helmet"
is the best project which showed the various
activities by the small module of electronic devices.
The construction of Smart helmet will definitely
reduced the rate of accident.
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